
Damavand Gasht Saz

poetry of nature 

moods with all its 
dreaming color and 
sense of adventure 
is what we deeply 
feel in our heart 

beside their culture 
& ceremonies, in 

their                                                                                               
“qara-oy”

(tend) 
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“behind 

nomadic and 

rural  

turkmen 

people music  

distinguish 

voice of sky 

horses 

hoofbeat”
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Momently , find yourself between green plain with relaxant landscape where 

they breed golden Horses.
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“its a dream of a great vacation includes 

riding once or twice a day, country air, 
mountain views hiking, riding out cross 

country, or just plain resting and enjoying 
being around horses.” 
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“A knowledgeable and sympathetic instructor who could Teach beginers how to ride 

those wonderful horses and actually look good doing it”
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Turkmens spiritual 

leader and most 

famous philosophical 

poets in 18th century.
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“The worlds tallest brick tower with its famous 

scientific & mathematical design”
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You surrounded with

Hyrcaniane forest!
take a deep breath and let it goes …
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Great wall of 

gorgan

Also called the Gorgan 

Defense Wall, 
Anushiravân Barrier & 
Sadd-i-Iskandar is an 

ancient defensive facility 
located in the Gorgan 
region of northeastern 

Iran, anciently known as 
Hyrcania.

It is also known as The Red 

Snake among archaeologists 
due to the color of its  bricks.
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“Irans lady of Horses”

louise firrouz (Louise Elizabeth Laylin) 

Was an American-born, Iranian horse breeder & 
researcher, Who introduced a rare & elegant breed of 

horse called the “Caspian pony”.

She is reposing in her lovely farm,nearby her horses in           
“Qara Tappe Sheikh” in northern Iran.
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The Caspian pony is thought to 

be one of the oldest horse or pony 
breeds in the world today, dating back 
from the now extict miniature horses 

of Mesopotamia, who lived in the 
region from 3,000 BCE until the 7th 

century.


